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THE MORTGAGE INDUSTRY FACES
CYBERSECURITY CHALLENGES

Arguably, mortgage
originators collect more
personal data from
their customers than
most other players in
the financial services
sector. This makes them
a desirable target for
cyber attackers. Typical
home-loan applications
require mortgage
originators to acquire
tax returns and W-2
forms, driver licenses
and other IDs, pay stubs,
confidential credit-report
information, recent bills
and banking statements.
As the digital age surges
forward, mortgage
companies now have
a new issue on their
hands - cybersecurity.
Mortgage companies are
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at risk of cyber-attacks
on their information as
well as compromising
consumers’
information. Trillions
of dollars are lost
from cyber-crimes
each year due to
information breaches
and attacks.
Although the
mortgage industry has
historically avoided
Target- and Sonysized data-breach
catastrophes, the
days of operating off
the radar of cyber
attackers are likely
coming to an end.
I recently sat down
with Justin Lerner,
who began his career
13 years ago at

Century Mortgage.
Justin currently serves
as Century Mortgage’s
Infrastructure
Manager. Here is what
he had to say about
the current cyber
security landscape in
the mortgage industry.
Mallory: Can you tell
about the issues that
cybersecurity poses
for the mortgage
industry?

not just isolated to the
mortgage industry as
many times real estate
and title companies
have pieces of borrower
information as well.
We have an obligation
to our customers to
protect their data the
best we can. Credit card
information alone sells
on the black market
for up to two dollars
per record and social
security numbers sell
for an average of five
dollars per record. That
information is very
valuable to criminals.

Lerner: Cybersecurity
is on our minds
consistently. Anybody
that has customer
information like social
security numbers,
birthdates, etc. is at
a huge risk. This is
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Mallory: Being in this
industry for 13 years, I am
sure you have some horror
stories. Do you have any
personal experiences that
you can share with us?
Lerner: Unfortunately, I
see security issues daily
and we are constantly
monitoring our email
systems, firewall and
intrusion protection
systems for threats.
The most consistent
threats that my team
has seen lately are
phishing and malware.
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We have even had a
couple of instances
where somebody
has attempted
to impersonate
an employee in
an attempt to
gain information.
Fortunately, with the
proper training and the
systems that we have
in place we are able to
mitigate those types of
attacks.

convince companies
to spend money
on systems that
they do not see any
type of return on.
At a minimum, an
organization should
have a commercial
grade firewall with
intrusion protection
and detection coupled
with spam and web
filtering- this is the
very least you can do.
None of that matters
Mallory: That is
though if you do not
a good lead in to
train your end users.
my next question.
If you can get your
What can mortgage
users trained to look
companies do to
for social engineering
prepare themselves for and phishing red flags
a cyber-attack?
you can lessen the
pain for 90% of what
Lerner: Obviously
is out there in the
you need to invest in
current landscape. The
good security. Often
bad guys do not need
times it is difficult to
to spend time trying

REFERRAL PROGRAM

to hack your network
anymore. Now they
just try to trick a
single employee into
opening a malicious
attachment or to click
on a link to simply let
them right in.
Mallory: What is the
scariest part of your
job?
Lerner: Not knowing
what the bad guys
are up to. They are
always thinking of
new ways to get
around your security.
Social engineering is
becoming increasingly
more personal and
tailored to your specific
organization. The
bad guys and girls
are looking at your
LinkedIn and Facebook

profiles to see what
information they can
gather for their next
social engineering
attack on your
company.
Mallory: If I owned a
mortgage company,
what questions should I
be asking my IT staff or
IT provider to help me
sleep better at night?
Lerner: You should be
looking at some kind
of training for your end
users. Train them how
to check links in an
email without clicking
on them. Teach them
what a suspicious web
site looks like and what
red flags they can look
for. At the very least,
you should have a
firewall with spam and
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web filtering service
in place and good
solid backups. But
I do not feel any of
the technology will
protect you by itself
without good training.
I tell my users in our
cybersecurity training
that I would rather
them send me a
hundred emails a day
than click a malicious
link or visit a website
that they do not feel
good about. So
the big takeaway is
training your users.

DO YOU KNOW A COMPANY LOOKING FOR IT SUPPORT?
At ImageQuest, we know that referrals are
an important part of creating and building
business relationships: understanding that,
we know that great leads can come from
anyone at any time. Why not explore this
opportunity and receive benefits for you and
your company?
It’s easy to join our referral program and it’s
a great way to earn additional income while
helping companies benefit from ImageQuest’s
vast IT services and support.

• If your Managed Compliance referral
becomes a client, then you or your favorite
charity will receive a $100 amazon gift card
WHAT WOULD MAKE A GOOD REFERRAL?
A company in any professional industry
with at least 20 computers or anyone with
a regulatory compliance component to their
organization.

HOW DO I SUBMIT A LEAD?
Simply call Milton Bartley or Jay Mallory
at 888.979.2679,
email leads@imagequest.com
• If your Managed IT Services referral
becomes a recurring client, then you or your or submit online at
www.imagequest.com/referral-program
favorite charity will receive a $1,000.
IMAGEQUEST.COM | INFO@IMAGEQUEST.COM | 888.979.2679
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HOW THE CLOUD COULD HAVE AVERTED DISASTER
FOR HUNDREDS OF COMPANIES AFFECTED BY THESE
authored by: Milton Bartley
CATASTROPHES

T
Two months after
hurricanes Harvey and
Irma wreaked havoc
on coastal cities, large
swaths of the United
States are still reeling
from their impact. In
their wake, the nation
has been moved as
we witness numerous
communities unite to
rebuild, finding their
bearings among the
millions of dollars of
flooding damage and
rampant destruction.
Though the wonderful
people of these cities
will persevere, these
wounds will leave
indelible scars on the
affected areas.

Even with the
concerted efforts
of thousands of
volunteers and
community members
alike, Russel Honore —
the former Joint
Task Force Katrina
commander — told
the FOX Business
Network that an
estimated “40% of
small businesses don’t
survive” widespread
natural disasters like
hurricanes. Part of
this is due to raw
damage, lack of proper
insurance or business

infrastructure simply
being washed away
in the flood. Other
businesses can’t afford
to hemorrhage money
as they wait for the
electricity grid to come
back online, and are
forced to
shutter operations for
good.
However, what is
even more commonly
fatal to companies
both big and small is
the loss of vital data.
Many businesses can
handle cleaning up
flood damage, and they
regain their footing
quickly after a natural
disaster. Still, if on-site
servers, computers or
network infrastructure
soaks up the bruntof
the water, then it’s
going to be difficult, if
not impossible, to get
the company back to a
pre-disaster point. If a
company’s
main server fails, it
can mean thousands
of hours of hard work
down the drain, the
loss of most clientele
and hundreds of hours
of downtime spent
desperately trying to
recover key data, which
usually remains lost

forever. But if, prior to
catastrophe, a business
has migrated their
precious data to the
cloud, they’re going
to have a much easier
time getting back on
their feet and going
straight to work. Even
if an entire business
is leveled, with cloud
computing, employees
can easily access the
data central to the
company’s operation
and keep it afloat in
the interim.
Most cloud services
back up your data
with several levels
of redundancy,
making it almost
impossible to lose it
all, regardless of what
may come. Whether
it’s earthquakes,
hurricanes or solar
flares, you can rest easy
knowing that your
data is safe and sound
and ready for you to
access it. It’s a much
safer, more secure way
to go than having a
server lurking in your
back office, where it’s
far more exposed than
you might think.This
principle applies not
only to environmental
disasters, but to

numerous other
ways companies lose
data each and every
day. Whether it’s a
disgruntled employee
damaging or stealing
precious data, or a
hacker snaking their
way deep into your
systems and holding
them for ransom, it’s
all too easy to lose
localized
data. Some business
owners feel
uncomfortable holding
their data off-site, citing
security concerns, but
it’s quite
the opposite: the
cloud sidesteps these
concerns almost
entirely, guarding your
data behind highly
secure cloud-based
computing solutions
and providing you with
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numerous backup
options. Not to mention,
according to a 2012
Alert Logic report, “onpremises environment
users actually suffer
more incidents” than
those that use
the cloud, and also
suffer “significantly
more brute force
attacks compared to
their counterparts.”
While it’s true that
not every business is
right for the cloud, it’s
certainly something
business owners should
look into if they want
to ensure the longevity
of their company.
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THREE WAYS TECHNOLOGY
CAN INCREASE YOUR HOME’S
VALUE AND SAVE YOU CASH
Implementing tech upgrades into your home — taking one more step
toward the coveted “smart home” — can be a good time, but beyond that,
it’ll save you precious time and money every day. With smart lighting,
you’ll never accidentally leave a light on again, which will save you a lot
more than you might think over time. If you have a smart thermostat,
you’ll have that much more control over the temperature of your home,
easily making adjustments with the touch of a button and reducing
heating and cooling bills. Not only that, but more permanent installations
like solar panels can drastically increase the value of your home while
reducing your carbon footprint and your utility bill at the same time.
Smart homes may seem like a luxury, but in fact, they’re a lot more costeffective than they appear.
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SHINY NEW
GADGET OF THE
MONTH: SECURITY
CAMERAS JUST
GOT CHEAPER
The average American household
is packed to the gills with expensive
electronic equipment and a startling
amalgamation of pricey knickknacks,
so investing in home security is an attractive investment. And these days,
you don’t have to shell out a sum equal
to the stuff you’re protecting to get
peace of mind.
Take the Kodak 180-degree Panoramic
HD WiFi Security Camera, for example,
a high-end security camera you
can pick up right now for just under
70 bucks (regularly priced at $149.99).
Place the camera anywhere in your
house, and it’ll automatically record
motion-triggered video clips straight to
the cloud with its 180-degree
lens, accessible on any Internet-enabled device. The camera uses wide
dynamic range to automatically adapt
to changes in lighting, ensuring that it
doesn’t miss a thing. Perhaps best of
all, you can check in on the
camera’s feed at any time, streaming
its HD video straight to your phone or
computer.
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